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AERODYNAMIC STATIC STABILITY CHARACTERISTICS OF THE
MSFC 33-FOOT PUMP FED BOOSTER AT HIGH ANGLES OF ATTACK
By: Thomas Hamilton
ABSTRACT
Experimental aerodynamic investigations were conducted in the NASA/MSFC
14 x 14 Inch Trisonic Wind Tunnel during early February 1972 on a 0.00340
scale model of the MSFC 33-foot diameter space shuttle pump fed booster con-
figuration. The basic configuration tested was a 400 cone/cylinder designated
the MSFC 33-foot pump fed booster. Six component aerodynamic force and moment
data were recorded over a Mach number range from 0.6 to 5.0,angles-of-attack
from 500 to 900 at 00 sideslip and over a sideslip range from -100 to +100 at
600 and 800 angles-of-attack. Primary configuration variables were fin area












speed of sound; m/sec, ft/sec










dynamic pressure; 1/2pv2, N/m2, psf
unit Reynolds number; per m, per ft
velocity; m/sec, ft/sec








angle of sideslip, degrees
angle of yaw, degrees
angle of roll, degrees
mass density; kg/m3, slugs/ft3
Reference & C.G. Definitions
base area; m2, ft2
b BREF wing span or reference span; m, ft
reference length or wing mean
aerodynamic chord; m, ft
wing area or reference area; m2, ft2
moment reference point
moment reference point on X axis
moment reference point on Y axis











































CAF fore body axial force coefficient, CA - CAb
CLM pitching-moment coefficient; pitching moment
qS1REI!'
CYN yawing-moment coefficient; yawing moment
qSb
CBL rolling-moment coefficient; rolling moment
qSb
stability-Axis System
fore body drag coefficient; CD - eDt
side-force coefficient- side force
, qS
pitching-moment coefficient; pitching moment
qsJREF






























ADDITIONS TO SADSAC NOMENCLATURE
FOR
TEST MSFC TWT 529
DEFINITION
Fin dihedral angle, degrees.
See Figure 6.




The basic pump fed booster configuration was a 40° cone/cylinder with
a flat at the end of the cylinder on the bottom. The configuration is
designated the MSFC 33-foot pump fed booster. Component configuration
symbols and descriptions are listed as follows:
SYMBOL CONFIGURATION
MSFC 33-foot pump fed booster body with a 40°
conical nose and a 33-foot diameter full scale
cylindrical body.
MSFC 33-foot pump fed booster body with a 40°
conical nose and a 33-foot diameter full scale
cylindrical body.
Two 508 sq. ft. full scale fins located at the
end of and in the mid position on the cylindrical
body. Fin incidence was zero degrees.
Two 339 sq. ft. full scale fins mounted like F2 .
Model dimensional information for these components is given in the
model component description sheets.
TEST FACILITY DESCRIPTION
The MSFC 14 x 14 Inch Trisonic Wind Tunnel is an intermittent
blowdown tunnel which operates by high pressure air flowing from storage to
either vacuum or atmospheric conditions. A Mach number range from 0.2
to 5.85 is covered by utilizing two interchangeable test sections~ The
transonic section permits testing at Mach 0.20 to 2.50, and the supersonic
section permits testing at Mach 2.75 to 5.85. Mach numbers between
0.2 and 0.9 are obtained by using a controllable diffuser. The range
from 0.95 to 1.3 is achieved through the use of plenum suction and per-
forated walls. Mach numbers of 1.46, 1.96 and 2.48 are produced by
interchangeable sets of fixed contour nozzle blocks. Above Mach 2.48 a set
of fixed contour nozzle blocks are tilted and translated automatically
to produce any desired Mach number in 0.25 increments.
Air is supplied to a 6000 cubic foot storage tank at approximately
-40°F dew point and 500 psi. The compressor is a three-stage recipro-
cating unit driven by a 1500 hp motor.
The tunnel flow is established and controlled with a servo actuated
~ate valve. The controlled air flows through the valve diffuser 'into
the stilling chamber and heat exchanger where the air temperature can be
controlled· from ambient to approximately 180°F. The air then passes through
the test section which contains the nozzle blocks and test region.
Downstream of the test section is a hydraulically controlled pitch
sector that provides a total angle of attack range of 20° (±lOO). Sting
offsets and extensions are available for obtaining various maximum angles
of attack up to 90°.
6
DATA REDUCTION
Six component force and moment data were recorded using an internal
strain gage balance. Aerodynamic coefficients were calculated for the body
and stability axis reference systems. Data reduction included an axial
force static tare. No base or cavity pressures were recorded. The model
reference dimensions utilized in reducing the data are listed below:
Sref = Booster Body (Nl B6 or Nl By )
Cylinder cross section area = 1.423 sq. in.
lref = bref = Booster Body (N1B6 or N1By)
Length (from nose to aft end of cylinder) = 5.443 in.
The moment reference center (MRC) is on a line coincident with the
body longitudinal centerline 60 per cent of the body length aft of the
nose.
3.266 in.





REYNOLDS NUMBER DYNAMIC PRESSURE STAGNATION TEMPERATURE
MACH NUMBER per unit length (pounds/sq. inch) (degrees Fahrenheit)




0.9 6.3 7.38 102.7
. _._---- ---------_.~.._-










...... _-- .--_._-- . ---
2.74 4.7 6.37 138.1
--- --_._ .. .. ._-_ .._.... -..-- . -_._....-_ .. . ...... -_.....
4.96 5.0 3.07 131.2





































































































































































































































MODEL COMPONENT: BODY - N~B6~--------------
GENERAL DESCRIPTION:
. j
Bottom of Aft End.
DRAWING NUMBER:













































MSFC Pump Fed Booster Body with Long Cutout on Bottom







































MODEL COMPONENT: _F_i_n_-_F~2. _









Ratio movable surface chord/
total surface chord
At Inbld equiv. chord
At Outbid equiv. chord


















MODEL COMPONENT: --=.F.=.in:.:.----:F;..:3:..- _







Ratio movable surface chord/
total surface chart
At Inb'd equiv. chord
At Outb'd equiv. chord




























INDEX OF MODEL FIGURES
Description
Axis System
MSFC Pump Fed Booster
Nose N1
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P LOT TED DATA.
Tabulations of the plotted datu and corresponding
source data are aVDil~ible from SADSAC OperCitions.
1009'9080'PO6'60
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
'04'
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DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIFTION
(C63001) () MSFC TWT 529 33 FOOT BOOSTER
(C63004) Zl MSFC TWT 529 33 FOOT BOOSTER
(C63008) 8 MSFC TWT 529 33 FOOT BOOSTER
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MSFC TWT 529 33 FOOT BOOSTER
MSFC TWT 529 33 FOOT BOOSTER
MSFC TWT 529 33 FOOT BOOSTER
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;SS 40 45 50 60 65 70 75 80 as 90 95 100
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(C~3001) (.) MSFC TWT 529 33 FOOT BOOSTER
(C63004) 2! HSFC TWT 529 33 FOOT BOOSTER
(C63008) 8 HSFC TWT 529 33 FOOT BOOSTER
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MSFC TWT 529 33 FOOT BOOSTER
MSFC TWT 529 33 FOOT BOOSTER
MSFC TWT 529 33 FOOT BOOSTER
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55 40 45 50
"
60 65 70 75 80 85 90 95 100
ANGLE DF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(C63001) [) MSFC TWT 529 33 FOOT BOOSTER
(C63004) ~ HSFC TWT 529 33 FOOT BOOSTER
(C63008) {} HSFC TWT 529 33 FOOT BOOSTER
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MSFC TWT 529 33 FOOT BOOSTER
MSFC TWT 529 33 FOOT BOOSTER
MS,C TWT 529 33 FOOT BOOSTER
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ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
DATA SET SYHBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIFTION
IC63001) (] HSFC TWT '29 33 FOOT BOOSTER
IC63004) Zl HSFC TWT '29 33 FOOT BOOSTER
IC63008) 8 HSFC TWT '29 33 FOOT BOOSTER
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i.5 35 40 45 50 60 65 70 75 80 85 90 95 100
ANGLE CF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION BETA
(C63001) ~ MSFC TWT 529 33 FOOT BOOSTER NIB6 0.000(C63004 I MSFC TWT 529 33 FOOT BOOST-ER NIB1 0.000
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1.5 35 40 45 50 10 65 10 75 80 90 95 100
ANGLE DF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
CC63001J () MSFC TWT 529 33 FOOT BOOSTER
(C63004J ~ MSFC TWT 529 33 FOOT BOOSTER
/C6300SJ ~ MSFC TWT 529 33 FOOT BOOSTER























ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
•
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Hsrc TWT 529 33 rOOT BOOSTER
Hsrc TWT 529 33 rOOT BOOSTER
Hsrc TWT 529 33 rooT BOOSTER
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ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
DATA SET SYMBOL CON~IGURATION DESCRIPTION
(C63001l 0 MS~C TWT 529 33 ~OOT BOOSTER
CC630iJ4l z:s MS~C TWT 529 33 ~OOT BOOSTER
CC6300B l 8 MS~C TWT 529 33 ~ooT BOOSTER
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ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES







MSFC TWT 529 33 FOOT BOOSTER
MSFC TWT 529 33 FOOT BOOSTER
MSFC TWT 529 53 FOOT BOOSTER
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-.8" 40 45 50 55 10 65 70 75 80 85 90 100
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES
DATA SET SYNBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIFTION
(C63001) f.) NSFC TWT 529 33 FOOT BOOSTER
(C63004) ~ NSFC TWT 529 33 FOOT BOOSTER
(C63008) 8 NSFC TWT 529 33 FOOT BOOSTER
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MSFC TWT 529 33 FOOT BOOSTER
MSFC TWT 529 33 FOOT BOOSTER
MSFC TWT 529 33 FOOT BOOSTER
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EFFECT OF CONFIGURATION ON LONGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS
•S
































DATA SET SYHBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
1C63001 ) Cl HSFC TWT 529 33 FOOT BOOSTER
(C63004) LS HSFC TWT 529 33 FOOT BOOSTER
IC63008) 8 HSFC TWT 529 33 FOOT BOOSTER
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MSFC TWT 529 33 FOOT BOOSTER
MSFC TWT 529 33 FOOT BOOSTER
MSFC TWT 529 33 FOOT BOOSTER
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ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
-.8 S5 40 45 50 55 eO 65 70 75 80 85 90 95 100
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
I C6,001 ) 0 MSFC TWT 529 "FOOT BOOSTER
IC63004) ~ MSFC TWT 529 '3 FOOT BOOSTER
IC6300S) 8 MSFC TWT 529 33 FOOT BOOSTER
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ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
-.8








NSFC TWT 529 33 FOOT BOOSTER
NSFC TWT 529 33 FOOT BOOSTER
NsFC TWT 529 33 FOOT BOOSTER
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MSFC TWT 529 33 FOOT BOOSTER
MSFC TWT 529 33 FOOT BOOSTER
MSFC TWT 529 33 FOOT BOOSTER





















ANGLE ~F ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
504540
I











































DATA SET SYHBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIFTION
(C63001) 0 HSFC TWT 529 33 FOOT BOOSTER
(C65D04) ~ HSFC TWT 529 53 FOOT BOOSTER
(C63008) 8 HSFC TWT 529 33 FOOT BOOSTER
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ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
-1.0 35 40 45 50 55 60 65 70 80 90 95 100
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIFTION
(C63001) () MSFC TWT 529 33 FOOT BooSTER
(C63004) Z! MSFC TWT 529 33 FOOT BooSTER
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HSFC TWT 529 33 FOOT BooSTER
HSFC TWT 529 33 FOOT BOOSTER
HSFC TWT 529 33 FOOT BOOSTER
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ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
-1.0 35 40 50
"
60 65 70 75 80 85 90 95 100
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
,C63001) (.) MSFC TWT 529 33 FOOT BOOSTER
,C63004) ~ MSFC TWT 529 33 FOOT BOOSTER
,C63008) 8 MSFC TWT 529 33 FOOT BOOSTER





















ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
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DATA SET SYHBO~ CON~IGURATION DESCRIPTION
(C63001) (.) HS~C TWT 529 33 ~OOT BOOSTER
(C63 (04) n t4S~C TWT 529 33 ~ooT BOOSTER
(C6300S) 8 MS~C TWT 529 33 ~ooT BOOSTER
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D.' 35 ~D ~, 50 60 85 70 75 80 90 95 SOD
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIFTION
(C63001) 0 MSF( TWT 529 33 FOOT BOOSTER
(C63004) Zl MSFC TWT 529 33 FOOT BOOSTER
(C63008) 8 MSFC TWT 529 33 FOOT BOOSTER
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0.' S!l 40 45 50 60 1'0 80 as 90 95 100
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES






MSFC TWT 529 33 FOOT BOOSTER
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MS.C TWT 529 33 .OOT BOOSTER
MS.C TWT 529 33 .OOT BOOSTER
MS.C TWT 529 33 FOOT BOOSTER
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ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
1.456
CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
NSFC TWT 529 33 FOOT BooSTER
NSFC TWT 529 33 FOOT BooSTER
HSFC TWT 529 33 FOOT BOOSTER
NSFC TwT 529 33 FOOT BooSTER
REFERENCE INFORHATION
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0.5 115 so 60 65 10 15 80 85 90 100
ANGLE ~F ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
DATA SET SYHBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(C63001) (.) HSFC TWT 529 33 FOOT BOOSTER
(C63004) Z! HSFC TWT 529 33 FOOT BOOSTER
(C63008) 8 HSFC TWT 529 33 FOOT BOOSTER
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HSFC TWT 529 33 FOOT BOOSTER
HSFC TWT 529 33 FOOT BOOSTER
HSFC TWT 529 33 FOOT BOOSTER














































































ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(C63001) () HSFC TWT 529 33 FOOT BOOSTER
IC63004) II HSFC TWT 529 ~~ FOOT BOOSTER
IC63008) 8 MSFC TWT 529 33 FOOT BOOSTER



















































































MSFC TWT 529 33 FOOT BOOSTER
MSFC TWT 529 33 FOOT BOOSTER
NSFC TwT 529 33 FOOT BOOSTER
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MS,C TWT '29 33 ,OOT BOOSTER
MS'C TWT '29 33 ,00T BOOSTER
MS,C TWT '29 33 ,00T BOOSTER











































































-0.2 35 .0 .5 50 110 65 70 75 80 85 90 95 100
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION CES~RIFTION
,C63001) 0 MSFC TwT 529 33 FOOT BOOSTER
,C63004r ~ MSFC TWT 529 33 FOOT BOOSTER
"63008); {;> MSFC TWT 529 33 FOOT BOOSTER












SREF 1.4230 SQ. IN.
LREF 5 •• 330 IN.
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PITCHING M~MENT C~EFFICIENT. ClM







MsFC TWT 529 33 FOOT BOOSTER
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EFFECT ~F C~NFIGURATI~N ~N L~NGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS
iO.O I " -rr:-r-......- -,,--,-r-'l'-r-.-'-·....- -.....-,-- -,-rT.... -r-rr,·- --j-r--rr-,,-r-r·T:
REFERENCE INFORMATION
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MSFC TWT 529 33 FOOT BOOSTER
MSFC TWT 529 33 FOOT BOOSTER
MSFC TWT 529 33 FOOT BOOSTER
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EFFECT OF CONFIGURATION ON LONGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS












































MSFC TWT 529 33 FOOT BOOSTER
MSFC TWT 529 33 FOOT BOOSTER
MSFC TWT 529 33 FOOT BooSTER
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PITCHING MOMENT COEFFICIENT. ClM
OATA S~T SYHBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(C63001) Cl HSFC TWT 529 33 FOOT BOOSTER
(C63004) ~ HSFC TWT 529 33 FOOT BOOSTER
(C6300a) 8 HSFC TWT 529 33 FOOT BOOSTER
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PITCHING MOMENT COEFFICIENT. ClM
1.5.8 .7 .e .s .2 .1 .0 -.1
-.2 -.4
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(C63001) 0 MSFC TWT 529 33 FOOT BOOSTER
(C63004) 11 HSFC TWT 529 33 FooT BooSTER
(C63008) 8 MSFC TWT 529 33 FOOT BOOSTER
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PITCHING MOMENT COEFFICIENT. CLM
-1.0. 11 .7 .11 .5 .4 .2 .1 .0 -.1 -.2 -.3 -.4
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIFTION
(C63001) 0 MSFC TWT 529 33 FOOT BOOSTER
(C63004) Zl MsFC TWT 529 33 FOOT BOOSTER
(C63008) 8 MsFC TWT 529 33 FOOT BOOSTER
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MsFC TWT 529 33 FOOT BOOSTER
MSFC TWT 529 33 FOOT BOOSTER
MSFC TWT 529 33 FOOT BOOSTER
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PITCHING MOMENT COEFFICIENT. ClM
DATA SET SYMBO~ CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTI0N
(C630011 () MSFC TWT 529 33 FOOT BOOSTER
(C63004) n. MSFC TWT 529 33 FOOT BOOS TER
(C63008) 8 MSFC TWT 529 33 FOOT BOOSTER






















PITCHING MOMENT COEFFICIENT. CLM
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MSFC TWT 529 33 FOOT BOOSTER
MSFC TWT 529 33 FOOT BOOSTER
NSFC TWT 529 33 FOOT BOOSTER
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DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(C63001) () MSFC TWT 529 33 FOOT BOOSTER
(C63004) Zl MSFC TWT 529 33 FOOT BOOSTER
(C6300S) ~ MSFC TWT 529 33 FOOT BOOSTER
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MSFC TWT 529 33 FOOT BOOSTER
MSFC TWT 529 33 FOOT BOOSTER
MSFC TWT 529 33 FOOT BOOSTER
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MSFC TWT 529 33 FOOT BOOSTER
MSFC TWT 529 33 FOOT BOOSTER
MSFC TWT 529 33 FOOT BOOSTER
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MSFC TWT 529 33 FOOT BOOSTER
MSFC TWT 529 33 FOOT BOOSTER
MSFC TWT 529 33 FOOT BOOSTER
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1.0 1.5 2.0 2.5 3.0 3.5 •• 0 4.5 5.0 5.5 6.0 6.5 7.0 7.5 8.0 8.5 9.0
DATA SET SYNBOL CONFIGURATION OESCRIFTION
IC63001) () NSFC TWT 529 33 FOOT BOOSTER
1C630041 :n NSFC TWT 529 33 FOOT BOOSTER
IC63008) ~ NSFC TWT 529 33 FOOT BOOSTER
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MSFC TWT 529 33 FOOT BOOSTER
MSFC TWT 529 33 FOOT BOOSTER
MsFC TWT 529 33 FOOT BOOSTER
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1.0 1.5 2.0 2.5 3.5 4.0 4.5 5.0 5.5 6.0 6.5 7.0 7.5 8.0 8.5 9.0
DATA SET SYMBOL CON~I~URATION DESCRIPTION
(C63001) 0 MS~C TWT 529 33 ~OOT BOOSTER
(C63004) Z\ MS~C TWT 529 33 ~ooT BOOSTER
(C63008) 8 MS~C TWT 529 33 ~OOT BOOSTER

















































































MSFC TWT 529 33 FOOT BOOSTER
MSFC TWT 529 33 FOOT BOOSTER
MSFC TWT 529 33 FOOT BOOSTER
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SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES
-so
- 8 - 6 - 4 - 2 o 2 e 8 10 12
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ALPHA
IA63006) ~ DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS 60.000IA63007) DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS 80.000
IA63010) ~ MSFC TWT 529 33 FOOT BOOSTER NSB7F2 60.000IA63011) MSFC TWT 529 33 FOOT BOOSTER NSB7F2 80.000IA63014) MSFC TWT 529 33 FOOT BOOSTER N1B7F3 60.000
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DATA NOT AVAiLABLE FOR ALL CONDiTiONS
DATA NOT AVAiLABLE FOR ALL CONDiTIONS
MSFC TWT 529 33 FOOT BOOSTER N1B7F2
MSFC TWT 529 33 FOOT BOOSTER N1B7F2
MSFC TWT 529 33 FOOT BOOSTER N1B7F3



















































































SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES
-10
- 8 -. - 4 - 2 o 2 • 8 10 12
DATA SET SYMBOL
I A630061 Cl






DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS
DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS
MSFC TWT 529 33 FOOT BOOSTER N1B7F2
CATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS
HSFC TWT 529 33 FOOT BOOSTER N1B7F3


















EFFECT QF CQNFIGURATIQN QN DIRECTIQNAL CHARACTERISTICS








SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES
- 6- 8-so
CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ALPHA REFERENCE INFORMATION
MSFC TWT '29 33 FOOT BOOSTER N1B7 60.000 SREF 1.4230 S\LIN.
MSFC TWT '29 33 FOOT BOOSTER N1B7 80.000 LREF '.4330 IN.
MSFC TWT '29 33 FOOT BOOSTER N1B7F2 60.000 BREF '.4330 IN.
MSFC TWT '29 33 FOOT BOOSTER N1B7F2 80.000 XMRP 3.2660 IN.
MSFC TWT '29 33 FOOT BOOSTER N1B7F3 60.000 .,MRP 0.0000 IN •





















































































































SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES
-10
- 8
- 8 - 4 - 2 o 2 8 8 10 12
DATA SET SYMBOl. CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION Al.PHA
( A63006) 9 DATA NOT AVAIl.ABl.E FOR Al.l CONDITIONS 60.000(A63007) DATA NOT AVAIl.ABlE FOR All CONDITIONS 80.000
(A63010) § MSFC TWT 529 33 FOOT BOOSTER N1B7F2 60.000(A63 0 11) MSFC TWT 529 33 FOOT BOOSTER N1B7F2 80.000(A63 0 14 ) MSFC TWT 529 33 FOOT BOOSTER N1B7F3 60.000
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CATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS
CATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS
HSFC TWT 529 33 FOOT BOOSTER NIB7F2
HSFC TWT 529 33 FOOT BOOSTER NIB7F2
HSFC TWT 529 33 FOOT BOOSTER NIB7F3
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- 8 - 6 -. - 2 o 2 • 6 8 so 12
SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(A63006) (.) DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONCITIONS
(A63007) ~ CATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONCITIONS
(A63010 I § MSFC TWT 529 33 FOOT BOOSTER N1B7FZ
(A630111 MSFC TWT 529 33 FOOT BOOSTER N1B7F2
(A63014) MSFC TWT 529 33 FOOT BOOSTER NIB7F3
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SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES









DATA NOT AVAILABLE ~OR ALL CONDITIONS
DATA NOT AVAILABLE ~OR ALL CONDITIONS
MS~C TWT 529 33 ~ooT BOOSTER NIB7~Z
MS~C TWT 529 33 ~ooT BOOSTER NIB7rz
MS~C TWT 529 33 ~ooT BOOSTER NIB7~3



























































































- 6 - 4 - 2 o 2 4 1 8 10 12
SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES
DATA SET SYMBOL CON~IGURATION DESCRIPTION
IA63006) () DATA NOT AVAILABLE ~OR ALL CONDITIONS
CA63007) ~ DATA NOT AVAILABLE ~OR ALL CONDITIONS
IA6301U) ~ HS~C TWT 529 33 ~ooT BOOSTER N1B1~2
IA63011) DATA NOT AVAILABLE ~OR ALL CONDITIONS
IA63014) HS~C TWT 529 33 ~ooT BOOSTER N1B1~3
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- 6 - 4 - 2 o 2 6 8 10
SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES








HSFC TWT '29 33 FOOT BOOSTER
MSFC TWT '29 33 FOOT BOOSTER
MSFC TWT '29 33 FOOT BOOSTER
MSFC TWT '29 33 FOOT BOOSTER
MSFC TWT '29 33 FOOT BOOSTER
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- 6 - .. - 2 o 2 .. 6 8 10
SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION CESCRIPTION ALPHA
( "63006) 9 CATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONCITIONS 60,000("63007) CATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONCITIONS 80.000
("63010) § MSFC TWT 529 33 FOOT BOOSTER N1B7F2 60.000(.0163011) MSFC TWT 529 33 FOOT BOOHER N1B7F2 80.000(.0163014 ) MSFC TWT 529 33 FOOT BOOSTER N1B7F3 60.000









































































- iii - 6 - 2 o 2 6 8 10 12
SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(A63006) l.) DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS
(A63007) 2! DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS
(A630101 § NSFC TWT 529 33 FOOT BOOSTER N1B7F2
(A630111 MSFC TWT 529 33 FOOT BOOSTER N1B7F2
(A63014) MSFC TWT 529 33 FOOT BOOSTER N1B7F3
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- 8 - 8 - 4 - 2 o 2 4 8 8 10 12
SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES
DATA SET SYHBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(A63006) (.) DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS
(A63007' ~ DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS
(A63010) § HSFC TWT 529 33 FOOT BooSTER NIB7F2
(A63011) NSFC TWT 529 33 FOOT BooSTER NIB7F2
(A63014) NSFC TWT 529 33 FOOT BooSTER NIB7F3
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DATA NOT AVAILABLE 'OR ALL CONDITIONS
DATA NOT AVAILABLE ..OR ALL CONDITIONS
HSFC TW1 '2~ 33 'OOT BOOSTER NIB7.2
HSFC TWT '29 33 'OOT BOOSTER N1B7F2
MS'C TW1 529 33 ~OOT BOOSTER N1B7'3
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- a - a - .. - 2 o 2 a 10 12
SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES
DATA SET STMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(A63D06J () DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS
(A630071 Zl DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS
(A63Dl01 § MSFC TWT 529 33 FOOT BOOSTER N1B7F2
(A630111 DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS
(A630141 HSFC TWT 529 33 FOOT BOOSTER N1B7F3
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-&0 - Q - e - <:) - 2 o 4 10 12
SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES
DATA SET SYH80L CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(A63DD6) () NSFC TWT 529 33 FOOT BOOSTER
(A63007) Zl NSFC TWT 529 33 FOOT Boo&TER
(A63010) § NSFC TwT 529 33 FOOT BOOSTER
(A63012) D NSFC TWT 529 33 FOOT BOOSTER(AG3014) HSFC TWT 529 55 FOOT BOOSTER
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SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(A63006) l.) DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS
(A630D7) Zl DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS
(A63Dl0) § MSFC TWT 529 33 FOOT BOOSTER N1B7F2
(A63Dl1) MSFC TWT 529 33 FOOT BOOSTER N1B7F2
(A63D14) MSFC TWT 529 33 FOOT BOOSTER N187F3
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DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS
DATA NOT AVAILABLE FoR ALL CONDITIONS
MSFC TWT '29 33 FOOT BOOSTER NIB7F2
MSFC TWT '29 33 FOOT BOOSTER NIB7F2
NSFC TWT 529 33 FOOT BOOSTER NIB7F3
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YAWING MOMENT COEFFICIENT. CYN CBODY AXIS)
DATA SET SYMBOL CON_IGURATION DESCRIFTION
IA63D06) () DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS
IA63007) ~ DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS
IA63010, § MSFC TWT 529 33 FOOT BOOSTER N1B7F2
(A63011) MSFC TWT 529 33 FOOT BOOSTER N1B7F2
(A63014) MSFC TWT 529 33 FOOT BOOSTER N1B7F3
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EFFECT GF CGNFIGURATIGN ON DIRECTIONAL CHARACTERISTICS


































CATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS
CATA NOT AVAiLABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS
HSFC T~T 92~ 53 FOOT BOOSTER N1B7F2
HSFC T~T 529 55 FOOT BOOSTER N1B7F2
HSFC TWT 529 53 FOOT BOOSTER N1B7F5
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YAWING MOMENT COEFFICIENT. CYN (BODY AXIS)
O~T~ SET SYHBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
CA6,006) l.) DATA NOT AV~IL~BLE FOR ~LL CONCITIONS
C~6,007) n C~T~ NOT AV~IL~BLE FOR ALL CONOITI<j;~:;
CA6,Ol Q' § HSFC TI.iT 529 33 FOOT BOOSTER N1B7F2
CA6,Oll' DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS
IA6,OlA) HSFC TWT '29 33 FOOT BOOSTER N1B7F3


















fFFECT GF CGNrIGURATiON ~N DIRECTIONAL CHARACTERISTICS
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1 Al130B ) D
~ACH
CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
ViS;'C TWT ~29 33 FOOT SOOSTER
MElFC TWT 529 33 FOOT BOOSTER
MSFC YWT 929 33 FOOT BOOSTER
MSFC 1WT 929 33 FOOT BooSTf.R
~SFC YWT 929 33 FOOT BOOSTER


































































































-.14 -.12 -.10 -.08 -.06 -.04 -.02 .00 .02 .04 .06 .08 .10 .12 .14 .16
YAWING MOMENT COEFFICIENT. CYN CBOoy AXIS)
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
CA63D06) () DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS
CA63007) LS DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS
CA63010) § MSFC TWT 529 33 FOOT BOOSTER N1B7F2
CA63011) MSFC TWT 529 33 FOOT BOOSTER N1B7F2
CA63014) HSFC TWT 529 33 FOOT BOOSTER N1B7F3
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.00 .02 .06 .08 .10 .12 .!4 .S6
YAWING MOMENT COEFFICIENT. CYN CBOoy AXIS)
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
lA6S006) () DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS
lA6S007) Zl DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS
lA630S0) § MSFC TWT 529 33 FOOT BOOSTER NIB7F2
IA630SS) NSFC TWT 529 33 FOOT BOOSTER N1B7F2
lA630S4) ~SFC TWT 529 33 FOOT BOOSTER N1B7F3
lA6301S) ~ MSFC TWT 529 33 FOOT BOOSTER N1B7F3
HACH 4.959
ALPHA
60.000
80.000
60.000
80.000
60.000
80.000
REFERENCE INFORMATION
SREF 1.4230 SQ.IN.
LREF 5.4330 IN.
BREF 5.4330 IN.
XMRP 3.2660 IN.
YHRP 0.0000 IN.
%MRP 0.0100 IN.
SCALE 0.0034
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